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Introduction
Problem description
There are several methods for loading containers on ships, such as cranes, trolleys and cradle
carriers. These systems require a lot of time and manpower. They can only load one container at a
time. With the construction of Maasvlakte 2, which is going to be a big expansion of the port, there
will be 600 acres of new container terminal. The container business is still growing with 3% and in the
continents North and South America there is an overall growth of even 9%1. The current system of
moving and transporting containers with trolleys, cradle carriers and cranes costs a lot of time. One
way to solve this problem is to build more trolleys, cradle carriers and cranes. This gives two
problems: 1. Cranes are expensive. 2.More employees are needed to man the cranes, drive the
trolleys and secure the containers.2 Because the container business is growing, the import and export
of containers in the port of Rotterdam will grow with it. To reduce the costs of unnecessary cranes
and cradle carriers, we came up with the Container Conveyor belt System.

The problem definition
Nowadays the containers are getting loaded and discharged in a relatively slow way.

The goal
The goal of this project is to come up with a Container Conveyor belt System that can speed up the
loading and discharging process of container vessels.
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http://www.maasvlakte2.com/nl/index/show/id/231/Containermarkt+blijft+groeien
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Presentation of Mr. V. Naudts, ECT
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Description of desired outcome: main- and sub questions
With Rotterdam as the leading port in Europe and its current 3th place on the world-ranking list the
CCS could also take a part in this industry 3.
The CCS (Container Conveyor belt System) will take part in this growing business with Maasvlakte 2.
Therefore our group came up with a new idea of loading and unloading containers between ships
and the container terminal on shore.
Our idea is to make a conveyor belt system, which carries the containers off and on the ships. The
benefits of this system are expected to be:
- Faster loading, thus more containers each year.
- Better logistics on the shore and ship.
- Improvement for the environment, less exhaust by trucks and cranes.
Our main question is: How can a Container Conveyor belt System speed up the loading and unloading
process in the port of Rotterdam?
This main question can be answered by the following sub-questions:
-What is the current process?
-How are the containers loaded?
-How are the containers unloaded?
-How fast is a container loaded?
-What will the Container Conveyor belt System look like?
-How will the containers be loaded on the conveyor belt?
-How will the conveyor belt get to the ship?
-How will the conveyor belt move the containers up to the side of the ship?
-How will the conveyor belt move the containers on board the ship, so that a crane
moves them to the right position?
-What are the technical demands the CCS has to comply with (i.e. strength,
construction, materials, safety and automation)?
-What is the speed of loading and discharging of the CCS?
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_world's_busiest_ports_by_cargo_tonnage
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Research methods
Qualitative research is research of a process of an individual part. Quantitative research is research
about numbers, time and amounts. The research will be done in desk and field research.
How are the containers loaded?
The answer of this sub-question is a description of a process. So it is qualitative research.
The question is answered by field research because we went to the straddle carrier simulator and
interviewed APM. Desk research is also done because information about loading containers is found
on the internet.
How are the containers discharged?
The answer of this sub-question is a description of a process. So it was qualitative research.
The question is answered by field research because we went to the straddle carrier simulator and
interviewed APM. Desk research is also done because information about loading containers is found
on the internet.
How fast is a container loaded?
To answer this sub-question quantitative research is done. The answer to this question is a time, so a
quantitative answer. The answer came out of field research because we went to the straddle carrier
simulator and interviewed APM. Furthermore, we also asked them what the capacity of a container
crane is (per hour, per day.) and we will clock and note the time one container needs to get of the
shore into the ship. Desk research is also done because information about loading containers is found
on the internet on various sites.
How will the containers be loaded on the conveyor belt?
To explain how the process of loading containers on the conveyor goes, qualitative research is used.
This sub-question is field and desk research work. Brainstorming and working out the idea is done by
desk research. But also field research because we interviewed APM and the teacher of the straddle
carrier simulator. In the interview we asked the person who is interviewed to have a look at our idea
and then to give his opinion about our project.
How will the conveyor belt get to the ship?
The process of moving the container to the vessel by using the conveyor belt is qualitative research
because we are looking at one container going through a circuit of the conveyor. Brainstorming and
working out the idea is done by desk research. But also field research because we interviewed APM
and the teacher of the straddle carrier simulator. In the interview we asked the person who is
interviewed to have a look at our idea and then to give his opinion about our project.
How will the conveyor belt move the containers up to the side of the ship?
For this sub-question qualitative research is done. Desk research explained the process of moving the
container up to the side of the ship. Brainstorming and working out the idea is done by desk
research. But also by field research because we interviewed APM and the teacher of the straddle
carrier simulator. In the interview we asked the person who is interviewed to have a look at our idea
and then to give his opinion about our project.
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How will the conveyor belt move the containers on board the ship, so that a crane moves them to
the right position?
Desk research and qualitative research gave the answer to this sub-question. To move a container on
board of the vessel at the right position is a process of loading the container. Brainstorming and
working out the idea was done by desk research. But also field research because we interviewed
APM and the teacher of the straddle carrier simulator.
What are the technical demands where the CCS has to comply with (i.e. strength, construction,
materials, safety and automation)?
To answer this sub-question quantitative research is done, because the answer came out of a
calculation. To find out if the container conveyor belt is strong enough, field research and desk
research gave the answer. Field research is done by interviewing APM about the strength and
material used nowadays.
What is the speed of loading and discharging of the CCS?
The speed of loading and discharging of the container conveyor belt system is quantitative research.
The time came out of desk and field research. Desk research because some calculations were needed
to answer this question. An interview with APM and the teacher of the straddle carrier simulator also
gave the time the straddle carrier takes to move a container from the end of the conveyor belt to the
ship. With this time we did the calculation, so field research was also done. We expect that the time
of the loading is restricted by the speed of the crane.

Project borders
During this project we have to investigate if we can come up with a system that improves the loading
and unloading process of containers. The project will focus on container vessels.
The investigation will focus on the Container Conveyor belt System and specific the design part of the
CCS.
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1. Loading and discharging containers nowadays
In this chapter, the sub questions “how does the loading a discharging of containers goes nowadays”
and “how fast a container is loaded? ” will be solved.
In order to realize the CCS, the CCS has to be compared with the current process of loading and
discharging of containers. With the comparison done, it can be decided where possible “bottlenecks”
are for the CCS and where the CCS is more effective than the current loading/discharging process.
Wim Groenheijde is an instructor at the STC - Group who is specialized in loading and discharging
containers. He worked in the Port of Rotterdam for over 30 years and he witnessed the rise of the
container business in the end of the 70’s. He showed all the systems used, like AGV’s (Automated
Guided Vehicle) and Straddle carriers, to move containers from “stacks” to the ships and vice versa.
Stacks are a sort of open warehouses on the terrain where the containers are placed when they are
discharged from the ship. Some big container terminals like ECT use AGV’s to transport the
containers. AGV’s or Automatic Guided Vehicles are totally automatic and transport the containers
from the stacks to the ships and vice versa. Another way of doing
this, is done by the straddle carrier. The straddle carrier is
manned with a driver4.
Nowadays a straddle carrier will move to the storage place, also
called a stack. At the stack, the straddle carrier picks up the right
container and drives to the container crane. When the straddle
carrier is under the crane, he drops the container, so that the
crane operator can pick up the container and place it on board of
the container vessel. An overview of this process is seen on the
picture below.

Overview of a container terminal with Straddle

4

Interview Wim Groenheijde
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In the diagram below the process is seen in a schematic way. The upper diagram shows the process
at APM with the straddle carrier and the lower diagrams shows the process of the ECT with the
automated cranes and AGV’s (Automatic Guided Vehicles).

On modern container terminals a new automated system with cranes is used5. The cranes move over
the stacks, pick up the right container and place it on an AGV, which move the container under the
crane. The picture below is a drawn version of the cranes, which move above the stacks.

Illustration of a port with cranes

The straddle carrier is a more expensive way of moving the container from the stack to the quay
because it takes one employee for every straddle carrier. The AGV is automated and only needs an
operator who programs the computer (the computer gives the AGV the orders what he has to do).
An automated crane which moves over the stacks picks up the right container and places it on the
AGV.
So the straddle carrier always needs to be manned, while automated cranes already exist. It would
be wise to have an employee at the crane in case it goes wrong, but he might be able to have a look
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at three cranes at the same time. The advantage of a straddle carrier is that overall process (loading
discharging, waiting time for a new container) is faster than the AGV/automated crane system6.
The AGV moves by a track on the ground. The track and the AGV communicate with each other by
means of electrical pulses. The speed of the AGV and straddle carrier is the same: +/- 25 km/h7.

AGV (Automatic Guided
Vehicle)

Straddle carrier
This leads to the following constrains for the CCS
1. The straddle carrier and the AGV drive with a speed of 25 km/h. In order to compete with this
current system, the conveyor belt has to have at least the speed of 25 km/h in order to keep up with
the current system. If the conveyor belt transports twice the amount of containers then the straddle
carrier and AGV does, the speed of the conveyor belt can be as twice as slow. These are both
optional.
The overall conclusion of this interview is that the main goal that needs the focus is the container
delivery speed of the conveyor belt. It has to be quicker than the AGV’s or straddle carriers.

6
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Interview APM
Interview APM and Wim Groenheijde
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2. Design of the CCS.
The first chapter explains how and how fast containers are loaded and discharged nowadays. To
show that the CCS is better than the current process, it has to be compared with the current process.
In this second chapter the ideas are explained in detail, such as: how the containers are loaded on
the conveyor belt, how the containers move on the terminal and how they go from the belt to the
ship. Furthermore the technical demands (strength, materials and system) and the speed of the
container conveyor belt system (CCS) are discussed in this chapter.

The whole process takes place on the container terminal. The goal of the container conveyor belt
system is to speed up the process of loading and discharging. The part of the process on the terminal
where time can be won by the container conveyor belt system is the loading and discharging process
of the crane. The time that will be won is about 50 seconds for every container8. Why this is 50
seconds is explained in the chapters 2.4 and 2.7.
The part of moving the container from a position on the terminal to the crane it is hard to win time
because a lot of fast advanced systems are already in use. But the difference with the current process
is that it takes quite some employees. Our idea of the container conveyor belt system (CCS) takes
fewer employees, so it saves money. Why our idea uses fewer employees is explained in chapter 2.
The diagram below shows a systematic overview of the process on a terminal with the CCS. In the
subparts of chapter 2 the CCS is explained in parts, because that makes it easier to explain in detail.

Most of the containers at a terminal come in with a container vessel and leave with a container
vessel, either inland or seagoing. When we look at inland transport, 60% is transported with a truck,
30% is transported with an inland ship and 10% with the train9. So basically what happens on a large
container terminal like the Maasvlakte 2 is: 100% of the containers come in with a seagoing
container vessel, the CCS transports the containers to a stack, truck, inland ship or train, which
transports it away. Of course this also happens vice versa.
It is important to understand what happens on a container terminal, to make a conveyor belt which
works as optimum as possible.
8
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2.1 The loading process on the containers on the conveyor belt
The part of the process that will be explained in this subchapter is the loading and discharging of the
conveyor belt, so the sub question which will be answered is: How will the containers be loaded on
the conveyor belt? The diagram below is a part of the complete diagram above. The diagram below
shows what is described in this subchapter.

The container, which has to go to the vessel, comes in with a truck, train or is already on the terminal
(on one of the stacks).
If the container comes in with a truck, the driver drives the truck to the parking place. Here a truck
container crane picks up the container and places it on the conveyor belt. The crane works
automatically, and the container contains a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) strip. This RFID
sends its information to the crane.
If the container comes in with a train, the train drives to the classification yard. Here a train container
crane picks up the container from the train and places it on the conveyor belt. The crane works
automatically. This container also has a RFID and works the same way as the truck container crane.
If the container is already on the terminal (on the stack), the stack container knows which container
it needs to pick up because the container contains the same RFID as the two above stated containers.
Once the right container is picked up the automated crane places it on the conveyor belt which
moves away to the vessel. The details about the chips are described in chapter 2.6.
Once the container is on the conveyor belt, a sensor reads the RFID and the CCS knows where the
conveyor belt has to send the container to. So, the conveyor belt gets its information from a
computer. The computer gets its information from the sensors. The sensors read the RFID’s and
knows what has to be done with the container and where the container is etc.
Now that the container is on the conveyor belt, recognized and ready to be transported, the
conveyor belt profile grabs the container and moves it to the vessel, train or truck crane. The crane
moves away to get another container. Meanwhile the conveyor belt transports the container so a
new container can be placed.
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The advantage
The advantage of this system is that it saves money on employees. Fewer employees are needed (no
straddle carriers are used), the containers are loaded faster (the distance in transport time is shorter
between the stack and the truck/train/ship and more systematic), no pollution from straddle carriers
or other motors, no container will be lost thanks to the RFID’s and it is easier to transport a container
from a truck to the crane thanks to the advanced computer system. The system knows exactly and
automatically what has to happen with the container, which saves a lot of paper work and human
thinking.
The disadvantage
The disadvantage is that a complete new system has to be made on a terminal. But when a new
terminal is built like the ‘’Maasvlakte 2’’ the CCS is easier to make and place on a new terminal.
Another disadvantage is within the RFID system (the details are explained in chapter 2.6).

2.2 The movement of the container on the terminal
The part of the process that will be explained in this subchapter is the movement of the conveyor
belt on the terminal. What happens once the container is placed on the conveyor belt? The sub
question which will be answered is: How will the conveyor belt get to the ship? The diagram below is
a part of the complete diagram shown in the beginning of chapter 2. The diagram below shows what
is described in this subchapter.

The containers have to be transported by the conveyor belt from one place to another on the
terminal. To have a sublime conveyor belt without errors, a complex system is devised. This
subchapter explains how the containers are transported and moved on the conveyor belt.
A computer will control this automated process, so the whole conveyor belt will work with pulses
sent from the computer. The computer knows the loading plan, so it also knows the sequence of the
containers, which have to be picked up from the ship, truck, train or at the stack by one of the
container cranes.

11

This automated process will work with the RFID system that reads the RFID’s and sends the
information to the computer. With the information from the RFID’s, the computer knows exactly
what has to be done with a container. Thanks to the computer, the computer does a lot of
administrative work. The only employees who are needed are the control-, maintenance-, and repair
workers10.
Once the containers are on the conveyor belt (how the containers are placed on the CCS, see 2.1),
the conveyor starts moving the containers to the ship or another place on the terminal like the truck,
train or stack crane. The container passes a transceiver that reads what is in the container and where
it should be placed on board of the vessel or on which truck or train. The container is weighted at a
weighing point on the CCS. This information is also added to the container information just like other
relevant data (the cargo inside the container etc.).
All the information of the container is sent to the crane and to the vessel. Now the crane knows
where the container should be placed on board the vessel and what the weight of the container is.
This is an extra check to prevent the loss of a container, a wrongly loaded vessel and to help the
crew. The crew of the vessel needs to know where which container is on board, what it contains, if
the stability of the ship is good enough etc.
Once the container passes the information point and reaches the quay, it goes up to the height of the
freeboard of the vessel with the grip lift. Thanks to the grip lift, the container crane picks the
container up. The details about the grip lift are in the chapter 2.4.
The containers on board of a vessel are placed the same way, every container has its door in the
same direction11. To have the containers in the same direction, it must be possible to turn the
container 360 degrees around. This will work the same as with trains today. The container is moved
from the conveyor belt on a rotating disk. The disk rotates the container into the right position so
with the right direction in front. Then the container moves on the conveyor belt further to the
destination. The disk also solves the problem of length and width. The containers come to the quay
in the longitudinal direction, but are picked up and placed on the vessel in the transverse direction.
So the rotating disk rotates the container from the length to the width, so that the container can be
placed on board of the vessel. The picture below show the same principle as our rotating disk, but
this one is for kids to play with.

Rotating disk for kids with the same
principle as the CCS
10
11

Interview Molenaar Strategie
Straddle carrier teacher
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2.3 Ground plan of the container conveyor belt system
The container conveyor belt system is a complex system. To help understand the movement of the
containers on the terminal, a plan is made, which can be found on the next page. The goal of this
chapter is to help getting a better idea and view of what the CCS looks like.
The only missing parts on the illustration are the container cranes, which are located above the
stacks. The stack container crane knows what the right container is, picks it up and places it on the
conveyor belt (black), which moves the container to the rotating disk (purple). The rotating disk
rotates the container in the right direction. Now the container is at the quay and is moved up to the
freeboard of the vessel. This happens at the dark grey colour blocks. Once at the freeboard of the
vessel (brown) the crane (yellow) picks the container up and places it at the right place on board of
the vessel.
It is important to have a turning disk at every end of a belt, so that the containers are always in the
right direction on the conveyor belt. This feature makes the conveyor belt more flexible.
The container conveyor belt (black) needs to be 3.5 meters wide because a container is almost 2.5
meters. It is advisable to have a little extra space, so that makes the CCS 3.5 meters wide. With a
double directional system, two conveyor belts have to be made along to each other. Two lanes
beside each other and some space for maintenance, makes the system 8 meters wide.
The block diagram below gives a schematic view which can be helpful to understand what the
movement of the container is on the plan on the next page.
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Ground plan

The clarification of the colours
Red
Black
Grey
Dark grey

container stack
Container
conveyor
belt
container terminal
Loading and
discharging of the
railway/road for the
trucks and parking
place for the trucks,
where they can be
loaded and discharged

Purple
Blue

rotating disk
water

Brown
Yellow

vessel
container crane
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2.4 Up- and downward movement at the quay
The sub question that will be answered is: how will the container conveyor belt move the containers
to the side of the ship. And which systems will be used to make this happen.

The containers will move to the right crane of the ship by the conveyor belt and then the containers
have to move up to the side of the ship, so that the containers can go on the ship.
The problem here is that the containers are very heavy. So it is a lot of weight that has to be moved
up. This means that the system that has to be used must be very strong.
The next problem is the speed of loading. The speed of loading is very high 30-40 containers per
hour12 per crane, which means that the crane needs a constant supply of containers.
So in the container conveyor belt system we want to
move the containers up by a conveyor belt. This conveyor
belt is positioned at a specific angle.
The problem is the heavy weight that has to be moved.
The maximum weight of one 40' container is 30,480 kg13.
And on this conveyor belt the containers are in a constant
flow, so there is a lot of weight that has to be carried.
Another problem is the angle of the conveyor belt. That
cannot be too big otherwise the containers will drop off.
But the angle must neither be too small otherwise the
conveyor belt will be too long.
To use this conveyor belt we have to put a profile on
the surface14. Because at an angle of 18o or more,
without a profile the container will fall back. We are
looking at an angle of 40o-45o so that the containers will
move up.
The options that are available:
-Herringbone profile: for an angle of 30 o
And is used with packages, bags and boxes.
-Griptop: for an angle of 35 o
And is used with packages, bags and boxes.
-Ripro: for an angle of 40o
And is used with packages, bags and boxes.
-Griplift: for an angle of 45o
And is used for packages and boxes.

Lift with an angel of 45o

Different types of profile

Griplift
12

interview APM
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Container_(kist)
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The best option for the container conveyor belt will be the "grip lift" which contains foldable ribs. The
containers can lean on these ribs, so that the containers will not fall back. But at this moment this
system is not strong enough to move heavy containers up. This system is used for boxes not for
containers but that has to be improved.
There are already conveyor belts, which can be built for angles between 0, and 90ᵒ but these, are
used in bulk transport15. If these conveyor belts can be improved, they can be used in the container
conveyor belt system. The angle of the conveyor belt will be increased which means that there is less
space needed for the container conveyor belt system.
Another idea was a hydraulic lift, which will move the containers from the conveyor belt on the
ground to the side of the ship. But a hydraulic lift has not a constant supply of containers, because it
has to go up and down to get the containers. And this means that the crane is not always at work and
this will slow the process.
Another option is a Jacobsladder, with this idea it is also possible to move up a few containers at one
time. But also with this idea there should be a lot of improvement being done to make this work for
containers, because of the weight of containers and the strength of the ladder.

2.5 The movement above the vessel
The sub question that will be answered is: How will the container conveyor belt moves the
containers on board the ship, so that a crane can move them to the right position on the ship.

The idea was to continue the container conveyor belt on to the ship. This means that the conveyor
belt would be on top of the containers on the ship. Also the conveyor belt should be able to move
over the ship. So that the crane just has to take the container of the conveyor belt and moves it into
the ship. This should be faster than when the crane has to go all the way back to the quay.
The problem is that the conveyor belt has two supported points (starboard and port). This means
that the complete weight of the conveyor belt and the containers which are on the conveyor belt is
supported on two points that are 56 metres (Emma Maersk) apart.
These points are also positioned very low, because nowadays the containers are stacked up to 8
containers on deck, which is about 19 metres.
So the weight of the conveyor belt and containers has to be carried on two points which are 56
metres separated from each other and these points are also 19 metres below the conveyor belt.
This is why the container conveyor belt system will not use the idea of continuing the conveyor belt
on board the ship. But the containers are lifted by the crane at the side of the ship and the crane
moves the containers to the right position in the ship.
So the advantage is that the crane does not move to the quay but only to the side of the ship.

15
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2.6 The technical demands.
The strength of the CCS depends on the number of support rolls. We have chosen to only use rollers.
The rollers are stronger and need less maintenance than rubber. The CCS is made of a network of
conveyor belts. The belts will be made of rubber and the rest of the construction will be made of
metal and steel.
To make sure the CCS will be safe, there will be CCTV and infrared sensors. The sensors will stop the
CCS when a something is coming to close to a conveyor belt.
The CCS will be an automated system. Therefore we need software. The software is already on the
market at process engineering companies like CSB system. CSB system uses their software for
warehouse storing of food. The main principle is the same as for the Container Conveyor belt System.
There are all sorts of RFID codes on today’s market. Printable RFID codes and ones made out of
rubber are an example of the wide assortment of RFID codes. Wim Molenaar of Molenaar Strategie
BV is an expert with RFID. His company designs RFID chips for big dance events. Visitors get a
bracelet with a RFID chip in it. The visitors can use this bracelet to pay their drinks.
The chips are also used in workshops at shipyards. Workers attach RFID chips on their tools to
protect them from being stolen, or just to easily find them back when a tool is lost.
The technology already exists like the company of Wim Molenaar confirms. The only potential
problem that could occur is the magnetic field between the RFID code and the container itself. Wim
Molenaar went to a ship to test if the magnetic field really would be a problem. After some tests it
turned out that the magnetic field just improves the RFID system. The scan range was improved from
4-6 meters to 13-15 meters.
The RIFD even can be equipped with a GPS or GPRS device so the owners of a container or containers
know the exact place of the containers.
The RFID scanners can read 40 to 100 RFID codes per second. The containers move through two
scanners (one on both sides) and the information of the containers are read and send to a database
(like a computer). This computer sends the information on board the ship or the managing facility of
the stacks on shore. The managing facility of the stacks or commanding officers now exactly now
which containers are onboard or are still missing. This information can be used when the bill of
ladings of the charter parties is made up. 16
A disadvantage is that the sensors can read what is in the container but they don’t know the exact
place of the container. With a little more expensive RFID system, using GPS (Global Positioning
System), it is also possible to know the exact place of the container.

16
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2.7 The loading and discharging speed of the CCS.
The speed of the loading and discharging will depend on the speed of the container crane. A crane at
the APM terminal can load up to 40 containers per hour. In order to speed up the whole process, the
crane has to be improved. As for the conveyor belt, its speed depends on the power of the motor
which is driving the conveyor belt. The crane that puts the containers onto the conveyor belt will be
faster than the crane that puts the containers on board of the ship. To prevent a jam of the container
supply, there will be fewer cranes that put containers on the conveyor belt than cranes that put the
containers on the ship.
Another factor, which will slow down the process, is the experience of the crane driver. An
experienced driver can load 40 containers per hour.
The conclusion is that the following constrains are made up after the research which is done for this
chapter:
1. The turnings and corners in the conveyor belt. The containers are long and stiff and can’t be
turned around 90 degrees just that easy. The idea is to make turning circles in the circuit of conveyor
belts. The rotatable plateaus turn the containers in any desired directions.
2. The grip lift. When the containers are proceeding their way towards the ship, which the containers
will be loaded on, the containers are lifted by means of a grip lift. This will allow the crane, which
loads the containers onboard, to win time. The crane does not have to lower all the way to the shore
and all the way back up to lower again all the way into the ship’s hull.
3. The RFID on the containers. This RFID has a specific number which is linked to a database where
the following information is described: where the container is going, where it is from, which cargo it
holds etc. This information is send to the ships board computer for the loading plan and registers
which containers are already onboard and which are not. This will be more efficient and flexible then
an inspector sitting in the crane who writes everything down.
So the first point is a solution of a problem (the position of the container in horizontal and vertical
direction). The second en third points are solutions to win time.
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Conclusion
After all the research that has been done for the Container Conveyor belt System, a final conclusion
for the overall project can be drawn.
The desk research shows that it certainly can be realized. All the techniques for building the
Container Conveyor belt System are on the market, even the software is available. The only thing is
that the hardware and software are not used in the way the Container Conveyor belt System will use
it. With the field research, and more specifically the interviews, the Container Conveyor belt System
raised a lot of eyebrows. None of the persons in the interviews really thought about it in the way the
project group did. The persons of the interview were highly interested in the idea and found it really
“out of the box”. The concept is realizable.
The Container Conveyor belt System is a realizable idea, but it will take time to build it and to
develop it. Which is not a shame, Rome was not built in one day either.
Here follows an overall overview of the answers on the sub and main question(s).
1. “How does the loading and discharging of containers goes nowadays?”
The straddle carriers and AGV’s mostly regulate the current process. The researched showed
that container terminals like APM and ECT use this current system of straddle carriers and
AGV’s. With an average speed of 25 km/h the straddle carriers/AGV’s transport containers to
and from the container vessels. The cranes place the containers on the container vessels or
on the stacks.
2. “ The design of the CCS”
The CCS moves the container from and to the truck, train of vessel. This is an automated
process, so no employees are needed, only some inspectors and mechanics. If wanted, even
the cranes can be automated.
The advantages of this system are: it saves labor money, the containers are loaded faster, no
container will be lost thanks to the RFID’s, less pollution thanks to fewer motors, a grip lift
speeds up the process and it is easier to transport a container from a truck to the crane
thanks to the advanced computer system.
The disadvantages of this system are: it has to be built on a complete new terminal.
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Recommendation
If the Container Conveyor belt System gets the interest of companies the best period of time for the
introduction of the CCS is with the start of Maasvlakte 2. To make the container conveyor belt system
on an already existing terminal is not recommended because the whole terminal has to be rebuild,
but on a new terminal like the Maasvlakte 2 it is possible to build the CCS. So, as already is
mentioned in this final report, it will become one of the big new container terminals in Rotterdam
where this new approach, of the Container Conveyor belt System, could be applied.
One specific thing can be investigated after reading this Final Report and that are the costs of this
new system.
If companies are interested in this idea it could be possible to make an industrial design, so that it is
possible to visualize the container conveyor belt system. If such a design has been made it could be
possible to test the speed of the loading and discharging process, so that there are actual figures how
much faster this system is. And if this shows that this system is faster maybe it is possible to use this
system on new terminals.
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Attachments
Interview Gerrit Orgers of APM (16th of January 2013 at 08.30 am)
1. How fast are containers being loaded at this terminal?
Containers are being loaded at a speed of about 30/40 containers per hour per crane. It depends on
the supply of the containers, the ship and connector platform. The twist locks are being placed on
the connector platform. A container is placed on the street without twist locks.
The crane master is faster than the AGV/straddle carrier, so the supply of containers is not sufficient
enough. Also the cranes can work automatically but that is not happening, because a crane master
feels the containers and an automated system does not feel the container
The whole cycles of moving the container from the crane to the stack takes about 2 minutes, but it is
able to do that faster.
In Singapore they load up to 50 containers per hour per crane. They use piggybaggen which means
that they lift 2 40 foot containers at one time with twist locks between them. This is not allowed in
Europe because twist locks are not lifting tools.
With the new Maasvlakte they want to load 35-45 containers per hour per crane.
Type of crane: the cranes of the new Maasvlakte are too fast so the driver gets to many g forces on
himself
Now the AGV/straddle carrier use diesel. With the new Maasvlakte they will use electricity/hybrid
Also another development is the monorail. With this development the conveyor belt has got more
space to lie under the crane.
A monorail is one big beam on the quay and on this beam there will be multiple arms on it. The
picture below show the monorail principle. The monorail is a long rail where the cranes move on,
with a connection to the ground once in a while.

2. How much containers will be loaded in one year?
2000 containers per day
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This means 2000*360=720000 containers or more per year.
3. How much space is there between the stacks?
A straddle carrier is 3.45 meter wide and 12 meter long
The containers still needed to be piled, which means that we still need a crane over the stack.
The containers are piled up to 3/4 containers high.
We also have to calculate that there could be over wide cargo.
Our system needs a conveyor belt of 3.5 meter wide both directions and a maintenance lane in the
middle. That means that our system is about 8 meters wide.
4. How fast drives the AGV/straddle carriers?
25 km/h
5. What is the average weight of a container?
Maximum 35 tons per container
A crane lifts 2 20 foot containers at one time which means 2*20 footers =70 tons has to be loaded in
one time, and also being delivered in one time.
The cranes are strong enough but de quay is not. Now the maximum weight that the quay can handle
is 90 tons, for now it is not a problem.
A problem now is that the ships are too high, which indicates that the crane cannot unload the
containers because they are stacked higher than the crane. But with the monorail you can adjust the
height, so you can unload the containers.
The new ships are loaded 23 containers wide and the arm of the crane is just long enough to reach to
those containers.
6. Do they use a "count man" at the cranes?
Yes we use a shore man he writes done which containers leaves and which come.
On board they use a deck man and he makes sure that the containers are arrived on board.
7. What are the possibilities of rfid's and container?
A lot of containers already have a GPS transponder
The shore man is an extra check
The rfid's are easy to be placed and it is not very expensive.
9. What do you think of the practicability of our system?
It is an idea is good, and I have some additions to your project. Like: use rollers for the conveyor belt
because it uses lesser maintenance than a rubber belt. Furthermore it may be an idea to use the
hydraulic power in combination with the gravity (the weight of a container) to move the container.
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Interview Willem Molenaar of Molenaar Strategie (8th of January 2013 at 01.00 pm)
1. How does the RFID work?
With gps you always now where the container is. The rfid has a unique number and with that number
you can attach a lot of information with a computer.
With multiple antennas you know exactly where the container is if it does not have gps.
Also the rfid's can be secured.
The rfid's has to be scanned and then you can read which information is on the rfid.
2. What is the size of an rfid?
It can be made in every size.
3. What is the size of a scanner?
There is a hand scanner and there are also fixed scanners but they are not that big.
4. What is the range of the rfid?
Well you got passive and active rfid's.
Passive: short range of 6-8 meter.
Active: Long range. GPS, rtls
5. How does the rfid's reacts on the steel?
There are special rfid's made for steal. And it turns out that the range of the rfid increase of the
reflection of the steal.
6. How fast can a rfid being read?
It can be read between the 40 and 100 rfid's per second
7. How much information can be attached on the rfid?
That depends on the size of the rfid. A small rfid has only a number that is linked in a database.
8. How does the scanner work?
The scanner can read multiple rfid's at the same time. And then you can choose the rfid where you
want more information over. And then you can read the specifications of the container.
The antenna needs 4 mm to scan.
For movies about the RFID you can check out the links below.
YouTube:

barcode rfid.
Ubisense
i-tek
chinos-rfid in container transport
segcart container handling – paceco corporation
chesscon virtual container terminal

EPC-code, comes from the gs1  Google,
Low frequent: the influenced is lesser by steal and liquids but the range is also decreased.
High frequent: is more influenced by steal and liquids but the range will increase.
Omni-id
RFID saves a lot of man-hours and the investment is earned back in a short period.
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Interview Wim Groenheijde, instructor of the straddle carrier simulator (27th of November 2012 at
01.45 pm).
1. What kind of crane is it?
Straddle carrier
2. How much weight can the straddle carrier lift?
Up to 60-65 tons.
3. How fast is a container loaded and unloaded from a ship?
In about 2 minutes
4. How much container can be loaded in an hour?
30-40 containers per hour.
5. What is the future of the straddle carrier with the view on the developments of automation?
A lot is already being automated, and this will only increase. So the straddle carrier will probably
disappear in the future.
6. What do you think of our container conveyor belt system?
I do not think it is going to work. Maybe not going to is a big phrase, but I think it will take some
serious time to make the Container Conveyor belt System work.
7. What is the current process of loading and unloading of containers?
The containers are picked up by a straddle carrier and then the straddle carrier drives to the crane.
Then the straddle carrier puts the container on the ground and the crane lifts it up and placed it in
the right position in the ship.
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